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Stimulating collection of unusual problems dealing with congruence and parallelism, the Pythagorean theorem, circles, area relationships, Ptolemy and the cyclic quadrilateral, collinearity and concurrency and many other topics. Arranged in order of difficulty. Detailed solutions.

The challenge of well-posed problems transcends national boundaries, ethnic origins, political systems, economic doctrines, and religious beliefs; the appeal is almost universal. Why? You are invited to formulate your own explanation. We simply accept the observation and exploit it here for entertainment and enrichment

This book is a new, combined edition of two volumes frrst published in 1970. It contains nearly two hundred problems, many with extensions or variations that we call challenges. Supplied with pencil and paper and fortified with a diligent attitude, you can make this material the starting point for exploring unfamiliar or little-known aspects of mathematics. The challenges will spur you on; perhaps you can even supply your own challenges in some cases. A study of these nonroutine problems can provide valUable underpinnings for work in more advanced mathematics.
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Web Commerce Security: Design and DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	A top-level security guru for both eBay and PayPal and a best-selling information systems security author show how to design and develop secure Web commerce systems.


	Whether it's online banking or ordering merchandise using your cell phone, the world of online commerce requires a high degree of security to protect you during...
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Antiviral Drug Discovery for Emerging Diseases and Bioterrorism ThreatsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Promising drug discovery efforts in the race to cure emerging diseases and thwart bioterrorism
It was not too long ago that scientists believed that the discovery of powerful antimicrobial agents and vaccines would lead to the eradication of viral diseases. A warning, however, of the looming threat of viral diseases on U.S. national security...
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Expert SQL Server Transactions and Locking: Concurrency Internals for SQL Server PractitionersApress, 2018

	Some time ago, one of my colleagues asked me, “What do you like about SQL Server the

	most?” I had heard this question many times before, and so I provided my usual answer:

	“SQL Server Internals. I like to understand how the product works and solve complex

	problems with this knowledge.”
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Web Scraping with Python (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2015

	Successfully scrape data from any website with the power of Python


	About This Book

	
		A hands-on guide to web scraping with real-life problems and solutions
	
		Techniques to download and extract data from complex websites
	
		Create a number of different web scrapers to extract...
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Autonomous Mobile Robots: Sensing, Control, Decision Making and Applications (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2006
It has long been the goal of engineers to develop tools that enhance our ability to do work, increase our quality of life, or perform tasks that are either beyond our ability, too hazardous, or too tedious to be left to human efforts. Autonomous mobile robots are the culmination of decades of research and development, and their potential is...
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Programming in the 1990's: An Introduction to the Calculation of Programmes (Texts and Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 1990

	Programming is a fascinating and challenging subject. Unfortunately, it is rarely presented as such. Most often it is taught by "induction": features of some famous programming languages are given operational meaning (e.g. a loop "goes round and round"), a number of examples are shown, and by induction, we are asked to...
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